THE SPRING 1981 SERIES IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

This special series of Professional Development Seminars in Software Technology is being offered by Software Research Associates in the Spring of 1981. All two-day seminars are $450 per person. Special multiple registration and group discounts are available. Seminars are to be presented in San Francisco, California at the Holiday Inn, Chinatown. The seminar fee includes full seminar documentation, luncheons, and refreshments. Class sizes are limited to maximize individual contact.

- **Software Configuration Management**—26-27 March 1981
  Dr. Stan SIEGEL discusses modern methods of software configuration management, and describes results from various approaches. Extensive notes, textbook, and full technical references.

- **Software Quality Assurance**—2-3 April 1981
  Dr. Edward MILLER discusses modern methods of software quality assurance, including management procedures, code inspection, static analysis, test planning, test data selection, coverage analysis, and technology limits. Reprint textbook and extensive notes.

- **Requirements Specification with SREM**—9-10 April 1981
  Mr. Mack ALFORD, who originated many of the concepts of automated software system specifications, discusses the use of the REVS system in stating, modifying, upgrading, validating and applying specifications for advanced software systems. Extensive examples of REVS use plus full system documentation.

- **Automated Tools for Software Engineering**—16-17 April 1981
  Dr. Edward MILLER discusses the full spectrum of commercial offerings of tools for requirements analysis, software design, software implementation, quality assurance testing, and maintenance. Complete supplier list, bibliography and textbook.

- **Metrics for Software Engineering**—20-21 April 1981
  Dr. Victor BASILI discusses a new quantitative approach to software management and software engineering that is both product oriented and process oriented. Tutorial textbook, extensive notes and bibliography.

- **Software Maintenance Technology**—23-24 April 1981
  Mr. Eben SPRINSOCK and Dr. Edward MILLER discuss modern technology for software maintenance, including economic issues, procedural descriptions, and capabilities for automation. Case studies with sample outputs from automated maintenance systems, full notes and comprehensive bibliography.

  Dr. Richard FAIRLEY describes the Ada programming language recently adopted by the U.S. Department of Defense, and also investigates various features of “environments” that surround the Ada system. Extensive notes, textbook on Ada, up to the minute language status reports, and full bibliography.

- **Distributed Data Processing Technology**—30 April-1 May 1981
  Dr. Charles R. VICK discusses modern methods of data processing analysis for the design and implementation of distributed systems including decentralized control, distributed data bases, reliability and fault tolerance, and techniques for automated design and testing. Extensive notes, reprints and a comprehensive bibliography.

- **Advanced Validation Theory**—14-15 May 1981
  Dr. Richard DeMILLO discusses advanced methods of software validation, including management and cost aspects program proving methods, reliability modeling, reliable test theory, mutation analysis, symbolic evaluation, and the domain strategy. Comprehensive notes and selected reprints.

For complete information and to obtain a registration package please contact Software Research Associates, or call the Seminar Manager at (415) 957-1441.